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The chamber opening structure and rebate to accommodate the product must have been produced in C25 concrete as a 
minimum specification and be at least 250 mm wide and 200 mm deep around the chamber opening.

Ensure that the chamber opening area is clean and clear of all debris and remove as much dust etc. as possible, wash down 
with water if necessary.

Lower the cover into position centrally over the chamber opening, onto a layer of bedding concrete, using mechanical lifting 
points. The lids will need to be opened to aid the correct positioning of the cover. The levelling bolt facility positioned in each 
corner will aid the adjustment of height in each location in order to level the product and ensure no frame twist and correct 
locking facility alignment.

If fixing bolts are used for installation (we are still providing fixing hole positions as part of the product’s frame detail ; fixing 
bolt use is now an option, not a requirement), we must stipulate the use of the chemical fixings Rawlplug R-KF2 / KSF in M12 
for the installation of this product to achieve full compliance with LPS1175 Security Rating 3 and 4. Method statements and 
data/safety sheets can be downloaded from the Rawlplug website.

Set the levels of the cover by use of packers.

Drill through the fixing holes for M12 fixings on the inner flange of the frame and install these fixings. We suggest fixing the 4 
corners first and then work into the centre on each side. 

With the levels set, the lids may be opened and closed several times to check correct lid alignment and operation. Internal 
and external grouting can now take place.

All fixings should have their exposed threads burred or welded, to eliminate the possibility of any accomplice tampering. 
Twisting of the frame will cause lid and frame to misalign.

Where concrete bedding has been used, allow sufficient time for the concrete bedding to fully cure before any further use.

Please note these instructions are provided for general information. The contractor installing the product is responsible   
for carrying out local risk assessment and safely installing the product.

Pre Despatch Inspections
This product is produced in accordance with our ISO 9001:2015 Quality System, and as such has been fully assembled, tested for 
fitness for purpose and inspected prior to delivery. This product has been galvanised in accordance with BS EN 1461, a standard which 
guarantees maximum life expectancy and protection against corrosion.
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The chamber opening structure, where the product is to be fitted must have been produced in C25 concrete as a minimum 
specification and be at least 200 mm wide (250 mm for Hybrid) and 200 mm deep around the chamber opening.

Ensure that the chamber opening area is clean and clear of all debris and remove as much dust etc. as possible, wash down 
with water if necessary.

Lower the cover into position centrally over the chamber opening, onto a layer of bedding concrete, using mechanical lifting 
points. Both inner and outer lids (where applicable) will need to be opened to aid the correct positioning of the cover. The 
levelling bolt facility positioned in each corner will aid the adjustment of height in each location in order to level the product 
and ensure no frame twist and correct locking facility alignment.

We would stipulate the use of chemical fixings such as Rawlplug R-KF2 / KSF in M12 for the installation of this product.
Method statements and data/safety sheets can be downloaded from the Rawlplug website.

Set the levels of the cover by use of packers.

Drill through the fixing holes for M12 fixings on the inner flange of the frame and install these fixings. We suggest fixing the 4 
corners first and then work into the centre on each side. If a temporary transit beam is present, (this will be on twin and triple 
units) fit all fixings up to these beams, then unbolt the temporary beams, which will then allow their removal. If this then 
exposes more fixings positions, then drill and fit these last 2 fixing bolts. Do not be tempted to remove this temporary beam 
before all other fixings have been fitted.
With the levels set, the lids may be opened and closed several times, to check correct lid alignment and operation. Internal 
and external grouting can now take place. Alternatively, Marine silicon sealant may be used in place of the grouting mix.

All fixings should have their exposed threads burred or welded, to eliminate the possibility of any accomplice tampering. 
Twisting of the frame will cause lid and frame to misalign.

Where concrete bedding has been used, allow sufficient time for the concrete bedding to fully cure before any further use.

Installation Instructions
GARRISON™ UPSTAND & HYBRID

Please note these instructions are provided for general information. The contractor installing the product is responsible   
for carrying out local risk assessment and safely installing the product.
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